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Helping the Homeless in the “Thumb” of Michigan

PABC 4 Years Helping Homeless

For four years, PABC has  been successfully providing

housing to a great variety of homeless people: 115 men,

91 women and 60 children, for a total of 266.  We have

provided  21,545  bed-nights! Unfortunately, most  of  that

was done with an artificially low electric bill—which we

have  suddenly  been asked  to  remedy! Please  read  the

article on the last page.

We currently have 14 Guests, with a family of seven and a

family of five who are in danger of losing their homes at

any moment. Families of that size frequently have trouble

getting  into  government  housing  programs  as  units

sufficiently large are not available.  Even the  nearby big

city shelters almost never have facilities to house a family

like  that together, but  must  split  them up with men and

older  boys  going  one  place,  and  women  and  younger

children going to the other.

Four of our current Guests have recently gotten jobs and

will be moving out soon. But we have four more people

planning to come from jail or prison. All of them say they

are excited to start a new and honest life. Our experience

has  shown that some of them probably will change, and

some  might  not.  But  of  the  former-prisoners  that  have

stayed  here  in  the  past,  some  continue  with  jobs  and

homes  three  years  later.  With some who continued their

lawless  ways, we helped to ensure a conviction so they

would receive more correction.  We are  so glad to have

given an opportunity to all, so that those who wanted to

escape a life of crime were able to do so.

We  have  recently  had  four  18-year-olds  request  to  be

guests at PABC—we accepted two whom we think we can

help.

We have  planted  our largest  garden ever  this  year,  and

with the  help  of  our  Guests,  hope  to  keep  it  watered,

weeded and harvested. We continue to receive offerings of

food, clothing, paper goods, toiletries and other essentials

from our local community. We also have the possibility of

a mentor moving to campus, but there is one critical issue

to  be  worked  out  first.  So  please,  if  anyone  knows

someone  who  would  like  to  be  a  full-time  Christian

mentor to homeless people, we have a place for them to

stay  and  the  essentials  of  living.  Nobody  has  ever

received a wage or salary for working at PABC, but our

needs have been met. We do not receive any government

funds or grants, but we are free to minister to and teach

people as we understand from the Holy Scriptures. Thank

you for your interest in our ministry!

Alternatives to Homeless Shelters

When  others  hear  about  our  difficult  financial

circumstances, they sometimes ask, “Why don't you just

quit? Wouldn't all of these people find somewhere else to

go?”

The  answer is  most  of  them would  find  another  place.

Only  a  small  percentage  of  those  turned  away  from

homeless  shelters  die  within a  short  time  due  to  their

unsafe living conditions, drug overdoses, suicide or some

other cause attributable to a lack of a caring place to live.

We  do  not  keep  statistics  about  the  people  whom we

refuse to accept to PABC—we usually hear nothing more

from them.  But of those  who stay at PABC for at least

several weeks, we frequently maintain contact with them

through friendships and rerouted mail and phone calls. Of

the 60 people PABC required to leave for rules violations

and other difficulties, we know of only 6 who died shortly

afterward (10%). So unless there are other deaths we don't

know about, 90% of the people who lost the benefits of
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our homeless ministry survived somehow.

But what are some of the alternatives to housing the

homeless? Is the way they survive good for them? Is it

good for the rest of the citizen's of Michigan's Thumb?

We cannot give a specific percentage for each category of

Guest  whom we  do  not  accept  to  PABC  or  whom we

require  to  leave—we  do  not  have  the  resources  to

research and keep such records.  However, we do know

what happened in some specific cases.  We will provide

our  understanding  about  several  broad  categories  of

alternatives to any given homeless shelter, roughly in the

order from the most common to the least common.

1.  Go to Another Shelter.  While this may sound like a

great  idea  to  many—the  problem  simply  goes  to

somebody  else—it  is  not  very  Golden-Rule  friendly.

PABC continually teaches its guests to treat others as they

want  to  be  treated.  However,  most  people  complain

greatly  when  PABC  accepts  a  Guest  from outside  of

Huron, Sanilac  or Tuscola  counties.  So why should  we

send people to distant counties if we do not want distant

counties sending them to us?

We have learned by experience that people do much better

if they can stay close to where their job, housing, family,

school  and  other  contacts  live.  We  know  of  several

instances where people with roots in Huron County went

to Bay City, Saginaw or Port Huron shelters, only to return

here in a few weeks, living in one of the categories below.

Furthermore,  the  opportunities  for  other  shelters  have

diminished considerably since we began in 2010. Several

of the  shelters  within a  hundred miles  now only  accept

people  within  their  own counties,  others  have  stopped

taking  certain  classes  of  people  altogether  and  we

increasingly find shelters completely full.

2. Move in with Friends.  About one third of those who

are  offered a  place  to stay at  PABC find another place

before they ever stay here. The most common reason is a

friend who initially refused to give them a place to stay,

decides to take them in when the friend hears that they are

going to “a homeless shelter”. Sometimes this works out

very  well—the  friend  knows  them  and  cares  for  real

needs, but encourages them to get on their own as soon as

they can. Other times, the group does not get along, or the

landlord discovers a person living in his property that is

not  on the  rental  agreement,  and  lawfully  demands  that

they leave.  Our largest source  of new Guests  are  those

who were staying with friends and who were required to

move out by the friends' landlord.

3. Live in Unchristian, Unofficial “Homeless Shelters”.

After  four  years  of  helping homeless  people,  we  have

learned  that  there  are  quite  a  few “hosts”  who  will  let

others—sometimes  even  strangers—live  with  them.  In

nearly all  cases, this  is  done to benefit  the  host.  In the

better  situations,  their  guests  are  expected  to  do

housework,  yard  work,  and  probably  share  their  food

stamps with the host (which is illegal). Sadly, some hosts

expect their guests to participate in their parties—getting

drunk or high and having sex with whoever happens to be

there. In the worst situations, guests are required to take

part  in drug running, prostitution and other crimes.  This

“semi-slavery” is not good for the people, nor is it good

for the community.

4. Quickly Enter a Government Housing Program.  If

they  could,  most  people  would  get  into  a  government

housing program before they go to a homeless shelter. But

some do not qualify for the programs or they need time to

qualify, so they go to a homeless shelter. (Also, there are

times  when housing programs  run out  of funds.)  About

80% of the people who come to PABC cannot get into a

housing program quickly because of their lack of a job,

criminal  record,  ill  health,  lack  of  documents,  mental

illness, etc. That leaves only about a fifth who would have

a good alternative if our homeless ministry did not exist.

5. Get Drunk or High. This is not a solution to a housing

problem,  but  heavy  drug  or  alcohol  use  allows  an

individual not to worry about the fact that he doesn't have

a  solution.  It  is  obviously  very  short-sighted, but  some

never think it out further. Sadly, they usually end up with

one  of  these  latter  solutions—or  sometimes  die  of  an

overdose.

6.  Use  Crime  to  Pay  for  Housing.  Some  homeless

people will plan and commit crimes on their own in order

to  produce  money  for  housing.  Theft  of  various  kinds,

drug manufacture, drug sales, counterfeiting, check fraud

and other crimes can be a strong temptation for someone

with no place to live and nothing to lose. Some reason this

way: If they are caught, they will have no money to pay

fines, so they will be sent to jail—which at least provides

a place to stay and three meals per day. It is much better

for these people, and much better for society, to have a

homeless  shelter  option than to  “live  by crime  then do

their time”. An even greater menace to society are those

who become skilled at committing crimes and do not get

caught.  Everyone would again be much better off if they

had never started down the road to crime as a means of

homelessness  prevention.  Losses  due  to  crime,  law

enforcement, prosecution, courts, jails and prisons are all

big cost factors to hard-working people.

7. Stay in Psychiatric Facilities or Adult Foster Care.

People  with  no  place  to  live  sometimes  go  to  these

programs  that  are  much  more  expensive  to  our

governments.  Sometimes,  the  stress  of  being homeless

actually  makes  them  mentally  unable  to  care  for

themselves. But the PABC staff also has witnessed cases

where a person feigned suicide or other mental problems

simply to stay in a nice facility for a while. A person can
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stay  in a  homeless  shelter  for  around  $2400  per  year.

Medical  facilities  will  cost  our  governments  that  much

every week.

8.  Stay in Public  Places.  Bridges, parks, state  forests,

etc. all provide places for the hearty homeless people to

live. In many cases, it is not legal, but most become very

skilled  at  eluding  whatever  authorities  monitor  these

situations.  While not all of these people commit crimes,

some  of  them do  and  criminals  on the  run often hide

among  them.  These  places  are  very  unlike  homeless

shelters  that  run background checks  and cooperate  with

law enforcement.

9. Quickly Get a Job and Housing. There are very few

people who could do this, but choose a homeless shelter

instead.  Homeless  shelters,  including  PABC,  have

restrictive  rules  that  most  people  would  rather  avoid  if

possible. Only a small number of people would be able to

quickly get a job and a place to stay completely on their

own.

10.  Stay  on  Private  Property  Without  Permission.

Sometimes, homeless people watch others habits and find

that they can stay in outbuildings or even unused parts of

other people's homes. While most of these are eventually

caught, they represent a significant danger when they are.

The owner is understandably surprised and angry when he

finds  out  and  the  squatter  is  surprised  and  defensive.

Violence from either side is possible. A homeless program

is a much better place.

While homeless shelters or ministries do not solve all of

the  problems, and  even create  some  of  their own, they

solve  far  more  problems  than they  create.  Our  PABC

ministry builds its guests' confidence by teaching that each

person is  important  to  God, and  that  we  are  given this

physical life to learn to love our neighbor as  ourselves.

We  teach  that  greed  (coveting),  lying  and  committing

crimes  is  a  road  to  loneliness  and  difficulty,  but  the

Golden Rule  is  the  road to  friendship  and contentment.

These  are  messages  that  everyone  needs  to  hear  while

they are getting their physical life back on track to again

take  care  of  themselves  and  others  for  whom they  are

responsible.

PABC Daily Bible Classes

Five days per week, PABC requires its guests to attend

9:15 A.M.  Bible  classes.  The classes  consist largely of

Bible-based videos, during and after which we hold lively

discussions. The main message goes something like this:

If you needed a cell phone, would you look outside to see

if  random  forces  of  nature  had  assembled  one?  (With

minutes on it!). Of course not. Everyone knows anything

that  complicated  requires  an  intelligent  design  and

manufacturing  process.  But  if  you  did  take  that  look

outside, you would discover millions of  life forms, each

one of which is many trillions of times more complicated

than a cell phone. Did they get there by random forces?

Through this simple logic, and videos that cover the issue

in great detail, it becomes obvious, even to our skeptical

Guests, that life had a Designer.

But how do we know what life's Designer expects from

us? Since He is intelligent enough to design all life, could

he  not  make  sure  that  His  information  was  better

distributed than any other? Sure. There are over 6 billion

copies of the Bible in print—no other book comes close.

It  is  also  available  in  more  languages  than any  other

work.  While  there  are  many translations  and versions,

the same 66 books and basic teachings are in all of them.

So one should read the Bible, live by its teachings, and

pray to the God the Bible describes.  With the theory of

evolution and “survival of  the fittest”, homeless people

are often regarded as the failures of  society that should

be  “weeded  out  of  the  gene  pool”;  with  the  Bible,

everyone  is  made  in  the  image  of  God  and  has  the

opportunity to receive eternal life.

Our guests  vary greatly in their educational  background

and  learning ability.  They  may be  children, adults  who

never finished high school, adults with college degrees or

people  possessing great  self-taught  skills.  For  example,

one man was able to successfully repair numerous heaters,

clothes  driers,  and  other  electromechanical  devices,

replacing  numerous  different  parts  as  needed—even

rebuilding electric motors. Others have had great abilities

to  work  with  animals,  cook  or  do  computer  work.

Therefore, we have chosen to use a variety of videos as

our teaching tools—which attract and hold the interest of

everyone—even when too simple or too difficult for some

of our guests.

We  provide  a  list  of  videos  and  publishers  below, for

those who want to understand our teaching, and for those

who would like to use them to teach others. Most are still

available  from  eBay,  Half.com,  Amazon.com  or  other

sources.

Creation Videos

Assortment of videos from Answers in Genesis

Assortment of videos from Ken Ham, Institute for

Creation Research

Assortment of videos from Ian Juby

24  titles  from  the  Moody  Institute  of  Science,

Chicago Ill.  Most of  these  were produced in the

1950s and 1960s, but are still good.

Thousands, Not Billions  by Institute For Creation
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Research

True  U,  “Does  God  Exist?”  by  Focus  on  the

Family.  10  half-hour  college-level  lessons

covering cosmology and biology.

Unlocking The Mystery of Life by Illustra Media

Bible Reliability/Authority Teaching Videos

America's  Godly Heritage by David Barton, Wall

Builders

America's Lost Dream by MasterMedia

The Case For Christ by Lee Strobel, Lions Gate

The  Indestructible  Book,  Story  of  the  Bible  by

Bridgestone

True U, “Is  the Bible Reliable?” by Focus on the

Family. 10 half-hour college-level lessons showing

the historical and internal accuracy of the Bible.

(Some of the Moody Institute of Science videos fall

into this category.)

Dramatized  Bibles  (Movies  that  use  only  the  exact

words of a Bible translation)

The Gospel of John by Visual Bible International.

The  Visual  Bible:  Acts  by  Visual  Entertainment,

Inc.

The  Visual  Bible:  Matthew  by  Visual

Entertainment, Inc.

Word-for-word, the Bible on video: the Gospel of

Luke by Genesis Project

Good Bible-teaching Videos (The words are not exact,

but the stories are largely correct.)

Day of Discovery series by RBC Ministries

Great People of the Bible by Readers Digest

Kids  Ten Commandments  by  TLC Entertainment,

K10C Productions

The  Greatest  Adventure  Stories  From  the  Bible,

Hanna-Barbera  Productions  These  high  quality

animations  largely  stick  to  the  Bible  story,  with  the

addition of  3  modern-day time travelers  going back to

witness the events. Great for children through adults.

The Creation

Daniel and the Lion's Den

David and Goliath

The  Easter  Story  We  discuss  Easter  versus

Passover and the Days of Unleavened Bread

Jonah

Joseph & His Brothers

Joshua and the Battle of Jericho

The Miracles of Jesus

Moses

The Nativity

Noah's Ark

Queen Esther

Samson and Delilah

Inspiring Movies with Biblical Themes

Amazing Grace  by  Twentieth  Century  Fox Film

Corp. How William Wilberforce worked to free the

slaves in England, thus avoiding a war as we had

in the USA

Ben Hur by Warner Brothers Entertainment

The  Bible:  The  Epic  Mini-Series  by  Provident

Music Distribution

Courageous by Five Loaves Entertainment

Facing the Giants by Five Loaves Entertainment

Fireproof by Five Loaves Entertainment

Flywheel by Five Loaves Entertainment

Gifted Hands: Ben Carson Story by Zondervan

The  Ten  Commandments  by  Motion  Picture

Associates, Inc.

Church Zoning in Court of Appeals

We are still in court over having chickens in a business

district, a charge originally filed against us on October 4,

2012.  We were found guilty in a Huron County District

Court  trial  and  appealed  to  the  Huron County  Circuit

Court. Oral arguments were heard on February 18, 2014,

and  on February  28, the  Circuit  Court  issued an order

denying the appeal for "reasons set forth upon the record".

On March 21, 2014 we filed a Motion for Reconsideration

or Rehearing, but it was denied on April 22, 2014. So we

filed an Application for Leave to Appeal to the Court of

Appeals in Lansing.

In spite  of  these  numerous  Court  sessions,  no  judicial

analysis  has  been  written,  either  by  a  Court  or  the

prosecution, answering what we understand to be a clear

interpretation  of  Michigan  Law  and  the  Port  Austin

Township  Ordinance.  Neither  have  commented  on  the

rules  of  statutory  construction  as  they  apply  to  the

Township  Ordinance  or  the  Michigan  statutes—even

though we have done this several times. To us, it is plain

that the state of Michigan has never asserted jurisdiction

over a church or religious society's activities nor its own

property—and  neither  the  Township  Ordinance  nor  the

state  zoning  laws  claim to  do  so.  Most  churches  are

formed as  corporations.  Corporations  are created by the

Michigan  statutes  and  are  explicitly  subject  to  its

regulations.  But  unincorporated  religious  entities  have

long  been  recognized  as  not  subject  to  property  tax,

income tax or sales  tax—or any other regulation by the

government.  Indeed, the  government  has  no  agency  that

investigates minister's messages, to make sure they are not

giving bad advice or trying to get the members to give too

much money.  People  are  free  to  attend  or  leave  “the
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church of their choice”.

There are already at least nine entities recognized at law

as not being subject to zoning: Schools, Adult Foster care

homes,  Farms  conforming  to  GAAMP,  Department  of

Corrections  properties,  State  Police  communications

towers,  Department  of  Agriculture  state  fair  grounds,

Department  of  Natural  Resources  snowmobile  trails,

County  government  facilities  in townships  and  Military

bases. Should any of these nine entities cause a significant

problem  for  their  neighbors,  numerous  nuisance  and

liability statutes provide their neighbors a way to resolve

their  grievances.  But  local  governments  simply  cannot

control them through zoning. This system has worked well

for  decades,  and  the  tiny  number  of  unincorporated

religious entities that should also be clearly recognized as

exempt from zoning will have exceedingly minimal effect

on the local governments with which they interact.

Our Circuit Court transcript is scheduled to be completed

on June 20, 2014, after which the Court of Appeals may

or may not decide to take the case. If they decide not to

take  the  case,  then we  have  the  right  to  appeal  to  the

Michigan Supreme  Court.  Either  of  these  courts  could

decide either for or against our arguments, or they could

send  the  case  back  to  the  lower  courts  to  properly

consider the laws and ordinances.  In any event, we pray

that justice will be done and that the courts will uphold the

religious freedom that our founding fathers worked so hard

to  establish.  There  were  many religious  communities  in

Michigan back in the 1800s. At that time, the idea that a

local government could tell them what they could do on

their  own  property  would  have  seemed  ridiculous  to

everybody.  The  laws  regarding  these  things  have  not

changed—mostly people's attitudes have changed.

Guests Write: Poems for Paulie

A former-PABC guest wrote the following poems for her son, beginning before he was born. She eventually lost
custody of him, as she struggled with mental illness and other difficulties. Yet she was able to visit him every month
or so and still had the love for her child that nearly all mothers do. She was abused as a child and never taught the
ways that God meant for us, His children, to live. To effectively keep her at PABC, we would have needed at least a
half-time, and maybe a full-time mentor just for her. Since we did not have one, we required her to leave, which
brought her to more difficult times. In spite of all of this, she beautifully captured the love and hope she had for her
son. This writing’s copyright (c) is held by the author, who gave permission for its publication without her name.

Poems and Quotes For My Son

To my  son  never  forget  that  I  love  you.  Life  is

filled with hard times and good times. Learn from

everything  you  can.  Be  the  man  mommy  knows

you can be.

Paulie, I love you for all that you are. All that you

have been and all you're yet to be.

A brand new little baby boy, to fill our lives and

heart with joy.

A child fills a place in your heart that you never

knew was empty.

A new  baby  is  like  the  beginning  of  all  things:

hope, wonder and a dream of  all possibilities yet

to come.

You don't raise heroes you raise sons. And if you

treat them like sons, they'll turn out to be heroes,

even if its just in your own eyes.

A baby is God's opinion that life should go on.

Babies are such sweet beginnings.

Joy Without Measure

We heard the good news,

So its hip hip hooray!

We're so happy for you

And we hope and we pray

That your brand new addition

Is a wonderful treasure

And along with the work,

You bring joy beyond measure!

From Daddy

When you feel a hand rest

Upon your mommy

And hear the sound

Of a low deep hum,

I hope you know and to

Yourself think gladly,

The touch and voice is

Of your daddy.

It's still early days but

You've got my heart,

And I know that this is just the start

Because from now and forever more

I will love you, cherish you and

Always adore you.

Everyday my love for you grows

And I hope to you

This already shows.

I will do everything I can

To make you see

That you will always mean

The world to me.
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And from today until the

Day you're born,

I swear to keep the oath I swore,

Not just to protect you,

But to always love you,

Because you were a gift from above.

I never thought I would

Feel this way, but now

I can't wait till next October

For when the day you arrive.

I would have never before

Felt so alive.

You'll bring a tear

Straight to my eye

And you'll look at us

And you'll know why,

Because you will be the greatest gift

And my heart will uplift.

That feeling will be hard to beat;

From the moment on

My life's complete.

But for now you sleep inside of mommy,

Keep warm and snug inside her tummy,

And I'll look forward to the day you're here

To take my heart when you appear.

So when you feel that hand on mommy

And hear the sound of my low deep hum,

I know you'll know and for that I'm glad

That here with me is your very proud daddy.

A Little Note From Me

When I first felt your hand on mommy's belly

I knew right away that you must be my daddy

So gently at first-for fear I'd somehow burst

Then a little firmer-aren't I a little squirmer

When I first heard your voice through momma's belly

I knew right away you'd be such a loving daddy

Momma said, speak a little louder, so I could hear

But how could he know, I heard you loud and clear.

Precious Baby

A new family member has arrived,

Our darling, precious baby.

Our lives are filled with amazing love

And sleep has become a “maybe!”

Congratulations! Now enjoy

Our darling and special treasure.

Our lives are better, now transformed

With childhood's awesome pleasure.

To My Paulie

I never appreciated my life until I gave you yours.

So, it could be said that you gave me life,

Allowing me no longer to live carelessly,

Stopping me from living my life daily.

You gave me a reason to want a future.

When dying was all I could see,

I found myself living in your eyes.

Looking at your face,

I know why I'm alive,

Because in you is where my life lies.

Small

Small soul

Whose cry broke through,

Immature lungs,

Immature throat,

You were born to fight!

Small arms

Who flail against the world,

Beating fists,

Beating heart,

You were born to fight!

Small body

That yearns to grow,

Beeping lights,

Beeping alarms,

You were born to fight!

Small mouth

That aches to feel,

Searching lips,

Searching eyes,

You were born to fight!

Small soul,

Whose cry broke through,

You can breathe,

You can sing,

Home!

He Is The Perfect Person

He is the perfect person,

I am reminded everyday.

His brand new smiles

That send my heart racing,

Every touch is new and soft.

He is so small

And so big.

My eyes filled with tears of joy

Every time mine meets his.

So much love

Between two people

Can never be taken away.

He is the perfect person;

He is my newborn son.

Your New Arrival
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It's got a cute nose and big round eyes

It created excitement you can't disguise

It's a wonderful baby from precious pairs

And that's reason enough for a great fanfare.

A Baby Changes Everything

A baby changes things;

They'll never be the same.

Your life is filled with wonder

Since your little miracle came.

There's lots of things to do now;

But with the new tasks you face,

Your family gains more love

And spending time together will never be erased.

My Baby, My Joy

Tiny hands, tiny feet,

I've waited so long for us to meet.

Who could've known a love so true?

I'd gave up hope, then along came you.

Innocent and perfect, you're

Safe within my arms;

I'll keep you safe from harm.

With mischief in your smile

And wonder in your eyes,

Watching you as you sleep,

Feeling you sigh,

I could look at you for hours

And always be content.

You became my living angel

When you were Heaven sent!

Makes my world seem full...

You are my life,

My love, my world,

My Precious Paulie.

Motherhood

Wrinkled and wet you were,

When we first met.

You were bidding the world, “hello”.

A great gift from above,

Perfectly made,

So much joy you have

Brought to my life.

A new mother I am, with

New feelings of love,

A love that is new, pure and sublime.

Never before have my

Instincts been so in tune

To protect you so fiercely from all harm.

The much dreaded birth

Pains have already been forgotten,

Replaced by a nurturing cry;

We welcome your arrival,

Your Daddy and I.

Our first-born, new parents

To our son, with much love

We love you so much baby boy!

My Baby Boy

Hey, baby boy!

You bring me so much joy!

Every time I look at you,

All the little things you do,

I'm so glad God gave me you!

I wake every morning just to look in your eyes.

Every single morning I get a different surprise.

I pray everyday God blesses us both,

But I pray even more that God blesses you most!

My Sweet Baby Boy

The most precious lily in the valley,

More special than any rose,

When I wake in the morning

To his sweet little cry,

Pick him up and dry his tears

I think to myself:

"Here goes another day in Heaven!"

As I hold him up and blow

Sweet bubbles on his little cheeks,

He laughs and talks as if he's saying,

"I love you, Mommy."

Melts my heart when he reaches up,

Grabs my finger with his tiny little hands,

Smiles the brightest smile you ever did see.

It's like I can tell what he's thinking:

"Mommy, don't let go!"

As he is asleep on my shoulder,

Each and every night,

I look down at him,

Cuddled so tight.

I close my eyes and thank my Lord

For another day in Heaven!

The most precious lily in the valley,

More precious than any rose.

That's my little Paulie boo.

I love you so much baby boy!

Little Baby

Little baby, oh so small,

One day you will be big and tall.

I watch you while you laugh and play;

My love for you grows everyday.

I tell you this with my whole heart,

"I love you just the way you are!"
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PABC Electric Bill Goes from $600 to $2500 per Month

In April of 2011, PABC was struggling to pay a March

electric bill and called DTE Energy to ask them to defer

the  payment  for  a  few weeks.  We  mentioned  we  were

serving homeless people and the DTE agent asked “Can

you pay $300 per month?” We answered, “Yes” and were

surprised to find that each month afterward, our amount

due was only $300, even though our usage was several

times that amount. Indeed, DTE's on-line payment system

would not accept more than $300/mo.

In May of 2012, our payment amount went to $375/mo

and  we  called  DTE to  find  out  exactly  how the  plan

worked.  The  DTE agent  said  it  was  a  special  Shutoff

Protection  Plan  which  DTE  researches  and  gives  to

deserving users.  We asked if DTE would ever suddenly

adjust the amount due upward to more quickly recover the

$11,000 outstanding balance  and the  agent said, “No, it

will only go up a little at a time”.

As 2012 went on, we helped a large number of homeless

Guests—  having  41  of  them  living  on  campus  at

Thanksgiving time.  We put  them in buildings  with only

electric heat, and our electric  usage went up, especially

through the  winter.  We  kept  all  of  the  Guests  that  we

could, with plans to increase our sources of funding in the

future. As the agent said, our bill went up to $450/mo in

November 2012, $525/mo in May 2013 and $600/mo In

November of 2013.

Then in May of 2014, our bill went up to $4315/mo! This

amount was calculated to pay all our $35,595 outstanding

balance  plus  ongoing usage  in one  year.  After  several

weeks  and  many  conversations  with  multiple  DTE

representatives,  DTE  could  not  figure  out  how  we

received  such  favorable  treatment  for  the  last  three

years—they knew of no such internal policy. On the other

hand, they realized why we would have trouble going from

$600/mo payments to $4315/mo payments. So they settled

on  $2500/mo  and  said  they  would  have  to  manually

override the computer system every six months to keep it

that low.

The bottom line: We need to pay DTE $3800 more by

June 23rd. (They want $2500 for May and June; we have

paid $1200 of that.) Those who would like to help us can

send a check to Port Austin Bible Campus, PO Box 474,

Port Austin Michigan, 48467 or pay directly to our DTE

Energy account for “P A Sabbatarian Church Community

Sacred Purpose Trust”, Acct. No. 5340 725 0009 1; tel:

313-235-9224; address:  DTE Energy,  PO  Box 740768,

Cincinnati OH 45274-0786. Thank you.
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Port Austin Bible Campus
Newsletter #3 — June 2014
PO Box 474
Port Austin, Michigan 48467-0474

This newsletter is being sent to people believed to

have  an  interest  in  helping  homeless  people  in

Michigan’s Thumb.  If  you would like to receive it

via e-mail instead,  would like to cancel or  would

like  it  sent  to  someone  else,  please  let  us  know.

Use  the  return  address  above,  e-mail

PABC@portaustin.net or call 989-738-7700.
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